Abstract. An inverse dynamics model for the single support (SS) phase of gait is developed to study segmental contributions to the ground reaction force (GRF). With segmental orientations as the generalized degrees of freedom (DOF), the acceleration of the body's center-of-mass is expressed analytically as the summation of the weighted kinematics of individual segments. The weighting functions are constants that are functions of the segment masses and center-of-mass distances. Using kinematic and anthropometric data from literature as inputs, and using the roll-over-shape (ROS) to model the foot-ground interaction, GRF obtained from the inverse model are compared with measured GRF data from literature. The choice of the generalized coordinates and mathematical form of the model provides a means to weigh individual segment contributions, simplify models and choose more kinetically accurate inverse dynamics models. For the kinematic data used, an anthropomorphic model that includes the frontal plane rotation of the pelvis in addition to the sagittal DOF of the thigh and shank most accurately captures the vertical component of the GRF in the SS phase of walking. Of the two ROS used, the ankle-foot roll-over shape provides a better approximation of the kinetics in the SS phase. The method presented here can be used with additional experimental studies to confirm these results.
Introduction
In inverse dynamics models of gait, measured kinematics, estimated body segment parameters (BSP) and measured ground reaction force (GRF) are usually used as inputs to compute the internal joint forces and moments (Winter, 2005) . GRF are external forces acting on the body, and introducing them as inputs in the inverse model overdetermines the problem (Hatze, 1981) . This overdeterminacy results in a residual error in the joint kinetics computations (Riemer et al., 2008) . In this work, an inverse dynamics model that uses only the kinematics and BSP as inputs is developed. The measured GRF is used to validate the model.
The motivation for this work is a mathematical model that can be extended to study asymmetric gait with only kinematic measurements as inputs. This model for normal walking can serve as a baseline model for asymmetric gait, such as the gait of a prosthesis user, since errors in the anthropomorphic model are accounted for.
Mathematical models of gait vary from simple planar linksegment models (Onyshko and Winter, 1980; Winter, 2005; Mochon and McMahon, 1980) to complex musculoskeletal models (Anderson and Pandy, 2001 ). A simplified model for gait cannot capture all the characteristics of human walking, while a complex model becomes analytically intractable. Ideally, a mathematical model for gait should include all the degrees of freedom (DOF) that are major contributors to the activity. Six quantities, namely, the rotation of pelvis in the frontal and transverse planes, knee flexion in the stance phase, rotations of the foot and knee and the lateral movement of the pelvis were identified as the six determinants of gait (Saunders et al., 1953) . Although, the influence of these DOF on the vertical center-of-mass (COM) motion and energy cost has been debated (Kuo, 2007) , it is accepted that these six quantities are characteristic features of gait. The individual contributions of these and possibly other DOF to the overall kinetics needs to be quantified. By knowing the DOF that are active contributors, one can determine the kinematics that must be most accurately measured and reduce or add DOF to the mathematical model to make it simpler or more accurate.
D. S. Mohan Varma and S. Sujatha: Segmental contributions to the GRF in the SS phase of gait
Various researchers have used forward or inverse models to predict the GRF. Pandy and Berme (1989b) used a threedimensional forward dynamics model that used five of the six determinants of gait for the simulation of normal gait to quantify the influence of individual gait determinants on the GRF and studied (Pandy and Berme, 1989a ) the compensatory actions required when each of these DOF was systematically removed from the model. The model used was not an anthropomorphic model, and the joint moments were heuristically selected. Mochon and McMahon (1980) used a ballistic model for the swing phase, which assumed zero moments at the joints, to study the influence of the determinants of gait on the GRF. Thornton-Trump and Daher (1975) obtained GRF and joint kinetics from an inverse model and used these data as inputs for the analysis of a polycentric prosthetic knee. Zarrugh (1981) obtained GRF from an inverse model to study joint powers but did not include a pelvis link. Winiarski and Rutkowska-Kucharska (2009) used inverse dynamics to study the suitability of estimating GRF from the kinematics of the COM in normal and pathological gait. Pillet et al. (2010) obtained GRF from an inverse model for a force-plate-less estimation of center of pressure (COP) trajectory during gait. Oh et al. (2013) used an artificial neural networks-based analysis for force-plate-less estimation of GRF.
While forward dynamic models require joint moments (which cannot be measured directly) to be specified; inverse dynamics models need kinematic data as inputs. The general trends of joint/segment angles in normal gait have been studied extensively and are readily available in the literature (Saunders et al., 1953; Inman et al., 1981; Perry, 1992) . Therefore, an inverse dynamics model that incorporates all the sagittal plane DOF of the lower limb segments, the frontal and transverse plane rotation of the pelvis, lateral movement of the legs and a single head-arms-and-trunk (HAT) segment is developed in this work. Newton's equation is rewritten to express GRF as a weighted summation of segmental kinematics. This enables the study of contributions of each of the DOF/segment kinematics to the GRF in a more direct way. Expressing the model in terms of contributions of individual segments will enable extension of the model to study asymmetric gait, such as the gait of a prosthesis user, where the properties and kinematics of the prosthetic limb are likely to differ from those of the unaffected side.
Many inverse dynamics models suffer from errors in kinematics (noise in measurements, errors due to data filtering, curve fitting technique used and derivative computation) and BSP (mass, inertia and COM location) estimates. While some studies (Pàmies-Vilà et al., 2012; Reinbolt et al., 2007) suggest that errors in kinematic data influence joint moment estimates more than the errors in BSP estimates, others (Rao et al., 2006; Pearsall and Costigan, 1999) show that the influence of BSP errors cannot be neglected. In all the above cases, the sensitivity of the joint reactions to the perturbations in the kinematics and BSP are studied using the overdetermined inverse model. Since joint reactions cannot be measured experimentally, the validity of these studies is dependent on the accuracy of the model. In this work, comparison of the GRF from the model to the measured values provides a means to determine the accuracy of the model, and the use of segmental orientations as the generalized DOF enables us to obtain analytical expressions for the contributions of each segment's kinematics to the GRF results. By systematically eliminating the DOF whose contribution is not significant, an optimal number of measurements needed for a reasonable estimation of GRF can be obtained. This can reduce the number of kinematic measurements and BSP estimates and thereby reduce the corresponding errors.
Apart from kinematics and BSP, the COP and foot kinematics (Mccaw and Devitat, 1995; Silva and Ambrosio, 2004) have also been found to influence the joint moment computations. Simulation studies on gait have used models such as the triple rocker (Perry, 1992) , polynomial fits (Ju and Mansour, 1988; Ren et al., 2007) and COP-based fits (Koopman et al., 1995; Srinivasan et al., 2008) . McGeer (1990) used circular arcs for the plantar surface of the foot in passive dynamic walkers, and Vanderpool et al. (2008) found that rolling feet are energetically efficient and can account for the loss of ankle motion. In their experimental studies, define foot roll-over shape (FROS) and ankle-foot roll-over shape (AFROS) based on COP data. Their experimental studies found that the AFROS remains the same irrespective of changes in walking speed , heel height and load carriage (Hansen and Childress, 2005) . They also found that a person controls the ankle kinematics to maintain a consistent ROS (Wang and Hansen, 2010) and that in the case of a trans-tibial prosthesis user, an alignment for better walking performance for a given type of prosthetic foot can be determined using this ROS (Hansen et al., 2000) . Srinivasan et al. (2009) used Hansen's ROS in a forward dynamics model for the gait of trans-tibial prosthesis users. Since the FROS and AFROS shapes are backed by extensive experimental studies, we use these models to model the foot-ground interface in our work.
Optimization is used in this work to ensure that the input data satisfies the kinematic constraint of the swing foot clearing the ground during the SS phase. Unlike other optimization-based inverse models (Koopman et al., 1995; Ren et al., 2007) in which optimization is used in parallel with the inverse model to predict the kinematics, kinetics or both, here optimization is used only to correct any errors in data that cause violation of the kinematic constraints. The effects of using the FROS and AFROS ) models on the GRF computations are studied. 
Methods

Mathematical model
The anthropomorphic model of gait consists of eight segments and eleven DOF (Fig. 1) . The eight segments are: the foot, shank and thigh of each leg, the pelvis and the HAT. The segments of the leg -foot, shank and thigh -are assumed to remain in the same plane and are connected by revolute joints at the hip, knee and ankle. Transverse plane rotation of the leg is assumed to be zero. Thus, the stance leg has 4 DOF: sagittal plane rotations of the foot (θ 1 ), shank (θ 2 ) and thigh (θ 3 ) and the frontal plane rotation of the leg as a whole (θ 4 ). The swing leg also has 4 DOF -sagittal plane rotations of the foot (θ 11 ), shank (θ 10 ) and thigh (θ 9 ) and the frontal plane rotation of the leg as a whole (θ 8 ). The pelvis has two DOF -rotation in the frontal(θ 5 ) and transverse planes (θ 6 ). The HAT segment is assumed to be rotating only in the sagittal plane (θ 7 ). The angles in the frontal, transverse and sagittal planes are measured as the orientation of the body-fixed x, y or z axis with respect to the groundfixed X, Y and Z axes respectively. The body-fixed coordinate systems of the segments are as shown in Fig. 1 . The pelvis is modeled as a massless link, and the HAT segment is assumed to be connected to the mid-point of the pelvis. The foot-ground interaction is modeled using two different foot models:
1. A rolling contact foot model with Hansen's Foot ROS (Fig. 2 ).
2. A rolling contact foot model using Hansen's Ankle-Foot ROS (Fig. 3) .
The FROS is obtained by transforming the COP data from N (the coordinate system fixed to the ground) to a coordinate system fixed to the foot at the ankle, and the AFROS is obtained by transforming the COP data from N to a coordinate system fixed to the shank at the ankle. In the latter case, the AFROS takes into account ankle flexion and models the net motion as rolling motion of the shank and foot complex with respect to the ground so that the ankles of the swing and stance legs can be assumed to be rigid in the mathematical model. The angles of the foot segment θ 1 and θ 11 are then determined using θ 1 = θ 2 − θ ank and θ 11 = θ 10 − θ ank . The value θ ank is the angle between the shank and the foot segments that remains constant since the AFROS accounts for the ankle flexion. Therefore, while the model using the FROS has eleven DOF, the model using AFROS has only nine DOF. 
Kinematics
The position, velocity and acceleration (in N) of a point BP on a rigid body B moving in space with respect to another point BQ on the same body (expressed in N) are given by
respectively, where α B is the angular acceleration, ω B is the angular velocity of body B in N (expressed in N), T B is the 3 × 3 transformation matrix obtained using space-fixed Z-Y -X transformations (Kane et al., 1983) and r B is the position vector from point BQ to BP expressed in B.
The above equations can be rewritten as
V BP/BQ = C B r B and
where C B =ω B T B , E B =α B T B +ω B C B and the skewsymmetric matrixq of any general vector q = (q x , q y , q z ) is given as (Shabana, 2010) 
The product E B r B of Eq. (2) can also be written in column vector notation as where the subscripts c1, c2 and c3 indicate the first, second and third columns of the matrix E B , respectively. Using the above notation, the acceleration of the COM can be expressed as (Appendix A)
where st A ank is the acceleration of the ankle of the stance leg, ks are functions of mass fractions and COM distances and Es are dependent on the kinematics of the segments.
Segmental contributions to GRF
Newton's equation of motion for the whole body in the SS phase is given by
where m i is the mass fraction of the ith segment, M is the total mass and g is the gravity vector. Expressing all the accelerations in terms of Es, GRF can be rewritten as the summation of contributions from each segment's kinematics as (Appendix A)
where R i s are the segmental contributions and the superscripts "sw" and "st" indicate swing leg and stance leg, respectively, and the subscripts "ank", "ft", "sk", "th", "hat" and "pel" indicate the ankle, foot, shank, thigh, HAT and pelvis segments, respectively. The contributions of the segmental kinematics towards the GRF are given by Eqs. (A8) to (A15). The segmental contribution R i has units of force.
Each of the R i s is expressed as a summation of a variable acceleration term (M k i E i ) and a constant gravity term (m i M g). The k i s in the acceleration terms are functions of the mass fractions of multiple segments and the distance of the COM from the joints (Eq. A5), and each E i is a function of the kinematics of segment i. For a given set of anthropometric data (estimated segment masses and COM distances), each R i is a function of only the kinematics of a particular segment. The foot segment's contribution st R ft is also dependent on the ankle acceleration ( st A ank ), which is determined by the ROS used (Appendix B). Using the anthropometric data from Winter (2005) in Eq. (A5), we get (in m)
The segmental contributions to the vertical component of GRF (GRFy) are given by (y components in Eqs. A8 to A15)
where Each segmental contribution is a function of one or two DOF. To study the contribution of a DOF of a particular segment, the other DOF is set equal to zero. For instance, the contributions of pelvis to GRFx and GRFy are given by,
When θ 5 , ω 5 and α 5 are set equal to zero, the contributions of transverse plane rotation of the pelvis (θ 6 ) are given by,
and when θ 6 , ω 6 and α 6 are set equal to zero, the contributions of frontal plane rotation of the pelvis (θ 5 ) are given by,
The above equations show that the transverse plane rotation of the pelvis has no effect on the GRFy and the frontal plane rotation has no effect on the GRFx.
Unknown kinematics
The kinematic data from Winter (2005) are used to study the segmental contributions to the GRF. The sagittal plane rotations of the foot, shank, thigh and HAT are obtained from Winter (2005) . The frontal plane rotation of the leg (θ 4 and θ 8 ) is assumed based on general gait trends in normal gait (Inman et al., 1981; Perry, 1992) . In normal gait, the trajectory of any point on the pelvis, including the hip joints, in the transverse plane is a sine curve (Inman et al., 1981) . Therefore, the trajectory in the transverse plane of any point on the pelvis can be given by Z = C sin(ωt + φ), where ω = 2π/T and T is the period of the gait cycle. The maximum lateral translation of the pelvis is approximately 0.02 m and is reached slightly after mid-stance (Inman et al., 1981) . Using these two assumptions, the values of C and φ were determined. The height above the ground of the hip joint is known from the hip trajectory data (Winter, 2005) , while the equation for Z gives the amount of lateral displacement. Using this information, the frontal plane rotation of the leg is determined for the entire stance phase. A Fourier series curve for the full gait cycle is fit using this data to determine the leg angle in the frontal plane during swing.
Using the available data and the fact that gait is symmetric for a normal person, the frontal plane rotation (θ 5 ) and the transverse plane rotation (θ 6 ) of the pelvis are obtained as follows: from the hip trajectory data (Winter, 2005) , it is seen that the height above the ground (y coordinate) of the hip joint at ipsilateral and contralateral heel contact (HC) is approximately the same. This equality implies that in symmetric gait (as is the case here) at HC the height above the ground of the right and left hips is the same, indicating that the pelvis is level with (i.e. parallel to) the ground in the frontal plane at HC. Also, Inman et al. (1981) reported gait characteristics of six adult males walking at moderate walking speed and found that, in general, the pelvis is level with the ground in the frontal plane at HC. Therefore, the pelvis rotation in the frontal plane (θ 5 ) at HC is assumed to be zero.
From the hip trajectory data, the hip displacement in the direction of progression (x direction) from ipsilateral HC to contralateral HC (say d 1 ) and the hip displacement in the direction of progression from contralateral HC to ipsilateral HC (say d 2 ) are known. Again, due to the symmetry of normal gait, the distance along the x direction between the right and left hips at right HC (x 1 − x 2 ) must be the same as that at left HC (x 2 + d 2 ) − (x 1 + d 1 ). Since d 1 and d 2 are known quantities, this equality can be solved to obtain δx = x 1 − x 2 . This value δx, in turn can be used to obtain the transverse plane angular position (θ 6 ) of the pelvis at HC. For the kinematic data from Winter (2005) , the value of θ 6 at HC is 10.3 • .
Since the relative position of the hips at HC is known, a unit vector along the line joining the hip joints, h, at HC is known. Using the sagittal plane hip trajectory data from Winter (2005) and Z, the 3-D trajectories of the right and left hips, and therefore the vector h, are known for the full gait cycle. For a Z-Y -X transformation with no rotation about the Z axis, the DOF θ 5 and θ 6 can be computed using θ 5 = atan −h y / h z and
Fourier series curves are fit to all the kinematic data (θ 1 through θ 11 ). In order to determine the number of Fourier coefficients n required for each fit, the least squares errors are determined as n is increased. For each of the fits, the n (as it is increased) that results in a change in the least squares error that is less than one degree is chosen. In order to ensure symmetry of the gait data, the time period used for the Fourier series fit for the HAT segment is half that of the others, and only odd harmonics of the Fourier series are used for the pelvis DOF.
Optimization
In the single support phase of walking the stance leg is in contact with the ground while the swing leg clears the ground as it moves forward. In experimentally obtained kinematic data, due to errors, the data may indicate that the swing leg contacts or digs into the ground. This is a violation of the kinematic constraint that the swing leg remains above the ground in the SS phase. To address this issue, in this work, optimization is used to modify the segment angles such that the swing leg remains above the ground during SS phase. No kinetic constraints or energy criteria are employed, and the optimization merely serves to render the kinematics realistic.
With the input kinematic data and FROS, the kinematic constraints are not violated. However, when AFROS is used, the constraints are violated in the swing phase just before HC. The optimization problem statement for this case is given as where x is the vector [θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 , θ 5 , θ 6 , θ 8 , θ 9 , θ 10 ] and y min is the y coordinate of the lowest point on the foot. To ensure minimal deviation from known trends, small values of 1 • and 1 mm are chosen for δx and , respectively. Every instance of the SS phase is checked for constraint violation, and optimization is performed whenever there is a violation. Fourier series curves are fit again to the optimized kinematic data. The optimization and curve fitting are thus performed iteratively until a set of kinematics that satisfies the constraints are obtained. It can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that after optimization, the kinematic data show little or no variation from ns to GRF in the SS phase of gait the initial data except for pelvis rotation in the frontal plane (Fig. 5a ) around HC of right leg (39 % of gait cycle). Once a valid set of kinematics are obtained, these data are used to study the contribution of kinematics to the GRF.
Results
The segmental contributions of the stance leg (foot, shank and thigh), pelvis, swing leg and HAT (expressed as a fraction of body weight -BW) to GRFy and GRFx from the models using AFROS and FROS are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Between the models using AFROS and FROS, the contributions of the stance leg segments showed variation (Fig. 8) while the contributions from the segments of the swing leg remained similar as expected. The contributions of the segments of the swing leg to GRFy for the model that uses AFROS are shown in Fig. 9 . The variations in the swing leg contributions to GRFy are much smaller, and the contributions are almost constant compared to the contributions of the stance leg and pelvis (Fig. 6) . The contributions of the HAT to GRFy are also relatively constant (Fig. 6) . The variable acceleration terms (k i E i s) of R i of the swing leg segments (Eqs. A13 to A15) are rendered negligible by the small values of the corresponding k i s. In the case of the HAT segment, the k i E i of the contribution (Eq. A12) is small due to minimal change in the HAT angle (Fig. 4d , HAT angle has a range of 4 • ). Hence, only the segment weights (that is, the gravity terms in Eqs. A12 to A15) of the HAT and swing leg segments contribute to GRFy. The difference between RMS values (Table 1 ) with all the DOF and without the DOF of the swing leg and HAT is approximately 0.01 BW for GRFy. This difference is negligible given that the GRFy varies around 1 BW in the SS phase of normal walking. Therefore, the DOFs of the swing leg and HAT, θ 7 to θ 11 , can be eliminated from the equation for GRFy.
The contribution of the transverse plane rotation of the pelvis to GRFy (Eq. 10, Fig. 10 ) is zero, and the contribution of the frontal plane rotation of the pelvis to GRFy (Eq. 11, Fig. 10 ) is the same as when both the DOF are included. In other words, the entire contribution from the pelvis segment to GRFy comes from the frontal plane rotation θ 5 . The RMS values also show a minimal change in GRFy (Table 1) when θ 6 is ignored, while the difference is considerable when θ 5 is ignored. Also, the contribution of the frontal plane rotation of the stance leg to GRFy (Fig. 11) is almost zero (no difference in the RMS value with all DOF and when θ 4 = 0 in Table 1) , confirming the dominance of the sagittal plane DOF of the leg. Therefore, the measurement of θ 4 and θ 6 is not required for the computation of GRFy.
In the case of GRFx, the pelvis and the stance leg are the most dominant contributors (Fig. 7) . The contributions of the swing leg and HAT, however, are not constant as in the case of GRFy. Moreover, the GRFx obtained from the models gave an RMS error of 0.25 and 0.28 BW for AFROS and FROS, respectively, and the results showed a poor match with the experimental data (Fig. 13) . 
Discussion
Reduced model for GRFy
Most mathematical models include only sagittal plane kinematics (Selles et al., 2001; Ren et al., 2007; Martin and Schmiedeler, 2014) and avoid the pelvis link. Mochon and McMahon (1980) use a ballistic swing phase model but do not include the frontal plane rotation of the pelvis or ankle plantarflexion in their model. Their results for GRFy do not show the characteristic double hump, and they concluded that frontal plane rotation of the pelvis is probably necessary to capture that. Our result confirms that conclusion and shows that the frontal plane rotation of the pelvis is a major contributor to the characteristic shape of GRFy and must be included in a mathematical model for gait. One contradictory result is from Pandy and Berme (1989b) who, in their forward dynamics simulation, found that the pelvic list (frontal plane rotation of the pelvis) is not a dominant dynamical determinant of GRFy. However, their model was not anthropomorphic because they neglected the effect of the foot and attached a massless damped spring between the hip and ankle of the stance leg.
The results of the segmental contributions showed that the sagittal plane DOFs of the stance leg and the frontal plane rotation of the pelvis link are the most dominant DOFs for the prediction of GRFy. Based on these observations, the analytical expression for GRFy in SS phase of gait can be reduced to When FROS is used for the foot-ground interface, the GRFy estimation requires measurement of four DOF (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 and θ 5 ). When AFROS is used, the number of required DOF is reduced to three since θ 1 = θ 2 − θ ank , ω 1 = ω 2 and α 1 = α 2 . The GRFy estimated using minimal kinematics match closely with the GRFy from the model with all the DOFs (Fig. 12) . The RMS error between GRFy from the model with all DOF and with minimal kinematics are 0.0202 BW for FROS and 0.0198 BW for AFROS. Therefore, measurement of sagittal plane kinematics of the stance leg and the frontal plane rotation of the pelvis is sufficient to obtain a good approximation of GRFy.
GRFx for inverse dynamics analysis
The GRFx obtained from the model cannot be used in an inverse dynamics model as this would give large errors in the horizontal joint forces and joint moments. Research (Herr and Popovic, 2008) shows that the angular momentum regulation in gait influences the horizontal component of GRF. Koopman et al. (1995) data. Making this assumption, the GRFx at every instance is computed as GRFx = u x /u y GRFy (15) where u is the vector from the contact point to the COM. The GRFx obtained using this assumption (Fig. 14) show a better match with the experimental data than the GRFx obtained from the model (Fig. 13) . The GRFx obtained using this assumption gave an RMS error of 0.09BW and 0.13BW for AFROS and FROS models, respectively.
Foot roll over shapes
The input kinematic data for both the models are similar, and hence, the segmental contributions for all the segments showed similar patterns (Figs. 6 and 7) except for the contributions from the stance foot (Fig. 8) Figure 15 . GRFy results for SS phase -experimental data (Winter, 2005) and results using rolling foot models and without using any ROS model. (Gait cycle starts at toe-off of the other leg, that is, at the beginning of SS.)
be attributed to the ROS models used. From Eq. (A6), we observe that the ankle acceleration has a direct correlation to GRF while the rest of the kinematics (Es) are scaled by a factor less than one. Therefore, the accuracy with which the foot model predicts the acceleration of the ankle joint plays a significant role in accurate GRF computation. The GRFy obtained using the FROS model reaches a very high value towards the end of the SS phase when compared to GRFy when the AFROS model was used (Fig. 15) . This difference could be due to the fact that the ankle is assumed to be rigid for AFROS model but not for the FROS model. The circular ROS takes into account the plantarflexion of the ankle joint, and since the FROS model has both rolling motion and ankle plantarflexion, the combined effect has likely resulted in overprediction of GRFy towards the end of the SS phase (Fig. 15) . In order to understand the effect of using a ROS, the GRF is computed using the ankle acceleration directly from Winter (2005) . In other words, the st A ank in Eq. (A6) is obtained directly from experimental data as opposed to the models with ROS in which case the st A ank is computed using Eq. (B1). In all three cases, there is a consistent overprediction of GRFy in the first half of the SS phase (Fig. 15) . When FROS is used, the first peak of the GRFy curve is shifted forward, while the model with AFROS gives a peak at approximately the same % gait cycle as the experimental values. Even in the case where no ROS is used, the GRFy curve does not match the experimental values well (RMS error = 0.1399 BW), possibly due to measurement errors. The RMS error for GRFy is lower in the case where no ROS is used (0.1399 BW) when compared to RMS error when the FROS and AFROS models are used for the foot-ground interaction (Table 1 ). This result shows that direct measurement of the ankle kinematics is better than using a model for the foot. However, using a ROS to model the foot-ground Table 1 . RMS values of predicted GRFy (normalized by BW) with respect to the experimental values.
GRFy
All DOF θ 7 to θ 11 = 0 θ 6 = 0 interaction would enable comparison of a prosthetic foot to a normal foot or comparisons involving different prosthetic feet and varying alignments without collecting gait data each time. Since the purpose of this study is to extend the model to the analysis of the gait of a prosthesis user, the two ROS models are compared. Both the FROS and AFROS are derived using the same COPx data. Although the ROS captures the geometric shape of the rolling foot, the dynamics associated with the FROS and AFROS are different, resulting in changes in the corresponding GRFy. In other words, the ROS models the displacement of the foot with respect to the ground more accurately than it models the time derivatives of the displacement. The discrepancy is less pronounced in the case of the AFROS model. The RMS error for GRFy from the two models (0.1571 BW with AFROS foot model and 0.3195 BW with FROS model in Table 1) show that the AFROS gives a better approximation than the FROS.
While the model's ability to accurately predict the timing of the first peak is sensitive to the foot model used (which in turn is dependent on the COP trajectory), multiple factors could be influencing the overprediction in the first half of the SS phase. The contribution from the HAT segment to GRFy is essentially constant and is dependent on its estimated mass. Any change in the HAT segment's estimated mass would increase or decrease the magnitude of GRFy without changing the shape of the peak. Also, the head, arms and trunk are modeled as a single segment. A model that includes more segments (that is, more DOFs) in the upper body could improve the results. All the segments are assumed to be rigid, and the overprediction could be due to the lack of compliance in the model. The use of a damped spring attached to the segments of the stance leg as in Pandy and Berme (1988) to account for the damping in the leg could potentially improve the GRF results.
Conclusions
The choice of segmental orientations with respect to a ground reference frame as the generalized DOF enables the expression of the GRF vector as a linear combination of the columns of segmental kinematics (E matrices). This mathematical form enables the study of the influence of the kinematics of a chosen segment or DOF, resulting in a reduced model for GRFy.
Results from this work show that the pelvic rotation in the frontal plane, the rolling foot model and the sagittal plane rotations of the segments of the stance leg are the major contributors to GRFy in the SS phase of gait. Of the two ROS, the AFROS provides a better approximation of GRFy. A minimal 3-DOF (rotations of the thigh and shank in the sagittal plane, and pelvic rotation in the frontal plane) anthropomorphic model can be used to approximate GRFy. Using the reduced model can enable gait studies in settings other than a gait lab by using minimal kinematic measurements and predetermined ROS characteristics (radius, arc length and center of ROS location) of the foot (Hansen et al., 2000) .
A systematic reduction of the mathematical model to obtain a simplistic yet effective model is possible if a complete set of 3-D kinematic data and BSP are available. In this work, due to the lack of a full set of kinematic data, the frontal plane rotation of the legs was assumed, and the pelvis DOF were derived using the hip trajectory in the sagittal plane and the fact that gait is symmetric. However, this is not a limitation of the modeling procedure itself. While the lack of full data limited the validation of the model to the one set of gait data (Winter, 2005) , the typical patterns of the joint angles and the GRF for normal walking are well-established (Inman et al., 1981; Perry, 1992; Srinivasan et al., 2008) , which lends confidence to the model's validity.
A limitation of the model is the inaccuracy in predicting the GRFx directly from the model. Balance considerations, however, are known to play a role in influencing GRFx (Herr and Popovic, 2008; Firmani and Park, 2013) . Using the GRFy from the reduced model with the assumption of angular momentum control for balance better approximates the GRFx, indicating that this condition is necessary for the model to be useful for inverse dynamic analysis.
Even though this work does not perfectly model normal gait, its usefulness is as a baseline for asymmetric gait. The form of the model enables easy extension to model asymmetric gait where the BSP and kinematics of the segments of the right and left sides vary, as in the case of prosthesis users. The use of ROS enables the analysis of the gait of prosthesis users with different prosthetic feet since experimental data for ROS of different prosthetic feet have been reported (Hansen et al., 2000 . The radius of the ROS and the center-of-ROS location are representative of the compliance and the alignment of the prosthetic limb, respectively (Hansen et al., 2000; Srinivasan et al., 2009) . The effect of different prosthetic feet (modeled 48 D. S. Mohan Varma and S. Sujatha: Segmental contributions to the GRF in the SS phase of gait by different ROS), alignments and mass distributions of the prosthetic limb, etc., can be studied. The results can be compared using the developed normal gait model as the baseline model. This comparison would be more appropriate than comparison of a model for asymmetric gait to experimental normal gait data since the baseline model accounts for errors due to modeling assumptions.
The methodology described can be used with more sets of experimental data to determine statistically the minimum DOFs and ideal ROS for the model. The developed model can be extended to the double support (DS) phase by incorporating additional kinematic constraints in the optimization since some of the DOF will be dependent as a result of the closed loop kinematic chain formed by the limb segments in DS. Modeling DS would also require assumptions on the load sharing between the two legs (Ren et al., 2007; Koopman et al., 1995) . Future work will include the study of the double support phase and sensitivity of joint moments and forces to perturbations in the kinematic data such as in the case of the gait of prosthesis users.
